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Coupling between local effects and cosmological evolution




Gravitationally bound objects
Expanding universe

Causal structure

Field theory:



Consistency analysis
Evolution and interaction from equations of motion
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a(t), m(t) constant: Schwarzschild metric
 m = 0: FLRW metric





Unique solution that satisfies (with m constant)






Spherical symmetry
Perfect fluid
Shear-free
Asymptotic FLRW behavior
Central singularity
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McVittie in canonical coordinates

[N. Kaloper, M. Kleban, D. Martin, PRD 81 104044 (2010), 1003.4777]
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Past spacelike singularity at r = 2m
Event horizons only defined if ȧ/a constant as t → ∞
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k -essence Lagrangian: L = K(X, ϕ)
Unique solution: cuscuton field
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A(ϕ) =
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k -essence Lagrangian: L = K(X, ϕ)
Unique solution: cuscuton field

√

K(X, ϕ) = A(ϕ) + B(ϕ) X
3 2
H ,
B(ϕ) = constant
A(ϕ) =
8π


Field imposes CMC foliation, which the McVittie class satisfies

K αα

1 dV
= 3H(t)
= 2
µ dφ
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Additional terms in the action must look like heat flow
Most general scalar action: Horndeski

First term added to the k -essence action: kinetic gravity braiding
[C. Deffayet, O. Pujolàs, I. Sawicki, A. Vikman, JCAP (2010) 026, 1008.0048]

Sϕ =

Z
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Additional terms in the action must look like heat flow
Most general scalar action: Horndeski

First term added to the k -essence action: kinetic gravity braiding
[C. Deffayet, O. Pujolàs, I. Sawicki, A. Vikman, JCAP (2010) 026, 1008.0048]

Sϕ =

Z

4

√

d x −g [K(X, ϕ) + G(X, ϕ)ϕ]

Reduces to McVittie/Cuscuton when G = 0 (ṁ = 0)
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Radial null geodesics [A. Maciel, DCG, C. Molina, PRD 91 084043 (2015), 1502.01003]
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Causal structure depends on whether geodesics cross the apparent
horizon in the bulk
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e(αH0 −σ)u ξ(u) du < ∞

black hole
and
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black hole
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black hole
only

white hole
only
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Apparent horizons
Cauchy horizons
Past singularity

Reabsorb heat current into rest frame of the fluid: accretion

Degrees of freedom of the field: is it a higher order cuscuton?
Other shear-free members of the family of solutions:
Kustaanheimo-Qvist class
Anisotropic stress in higher orders of L
Thank you!
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Accreting solutions



McVittie class does not admit accretion of perfect fluids
Imperfect fluid (heat conductivity χ, bulk viscosity ζ , shear viscosity η )
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Heat flow

McVittie class is shear-free
Bulk viscosity reabsorbed into pressure

Full Horndeski action

T rr


=

T θθ

=

T φφ



2ṁ
= p − 3ζ H +
2ar − m



An imperfect fluid gives an exact solution to Einstein equations
[DCG, M. Fontanini, A. M. da Silva, E. Abdalla, PRD 86 124020 (2012), 1207.1086]



Expansion scalar and fluid density are related via (t, t) component of
field equations



3
2ṁ
ρ(r, t) =
H+
8π
2ar − m
1 Θ2
=
8π 3

2
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√
d x −g
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where
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R+
2

3
X

n=0

L(n)

!

Full Horndeski action

L(0) = K(X, ϕ)

L(1) = G(X, ϕ) ϕ

L(2)

L(3)

i
h
= G(2) (X, ϕ),X (ϕ)2 − ϕ;αβ ϕ;αβ + RG(2) (X, ϕ)
i
h
3
= G(3) (X, ϕ),X (ϕ) − 3ϕ ϕ;αβ ϕ;αβ + 2ϕ;αβ ϕ;αρ ϕ;ρβ
− 6Gµν ϕ;µν G(3) (X, ϕ)



L(2) and L(3) components of Tµν have non-vanishing anisotropic

stress
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